Is your organisation geared for next generation testing services?

KPMG’s software testing services provide thorough testing, consulting and delivery services to clients that help them improve their software quality, help ensure user satisfaction, reduce time to market and enhance the software testing return on investments.

KPMG in India provides software testing based advisory in the areas of testing strategy, methodology, processes and test competency assessment across the testing lifecycle.

What drives the need for software testing

- Business transformation
- Pressure from the business for quality
- Digitisation
- Mobility
- Overall testing growth

33% Cloud testing
27% Mobile testing
40% Key factors driving Quality Assurance (QA)

Potential benefits

- Reduced defects
- Increased quality
- Faster delivery
- Reduced IT Failures
Our service offerings

KPMG’s value proposition

- Customer focus, delivering a quality customer experience for our customers
- Global pool of experts from across KPMG Internationals’ network of member firms
- Team of highly experienced software testing services professionals
- Customised test consulting services with a flexible option to choose from a range of services.
- Testers with global certifications in software testing and testing automation tools.
- Maintaining industry standard testing processes across the various phases of the software testing life cycle
- Streamlined testing effort with the identification of the ‘Right Fit’ tools and methodologies
- Independent audit services for testing related assessments, certifications and engagements based on TMMi® and TPI.
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